
Roles & Chapter Outline

Project Manager (DRI for the group) - Mateo 
👑

 Coordinator of the entire project. They make 
sure tasks are assigned, set deadlines, and ensure everyone is on track. They act as the main 
point of contact between team members and help resolve any conflicts that may arise. The 
project manager ensures that the project progresses smoothly and meets its goals.

History Supervisor - Dylan 
🌵

, Claire 
🫖

The History Supervisor plays a critical role in 
ensuring the accuracy, completeness, and historical significance of the content presented in 
the book. This role oversees the research process to ensure that all relevant aspects of the 
historical topic are explored, ensures that historical events and developments are presented 
within their proper context, and that readers understand the interconnectedness of different 
historical events and their broader implications. From a content perspective, the History 
Supervisor ensures that the book tells a compelling and meaningful historical story and makes a 
strong case for the historical significance of the event.

Editors and Proofreaders - Max 
🀄

, Mateo 
👑

Editors and proofreaders review content for grammar, spelling, and overall coherence. They edit 
and refine the text, ensuring clarity and consistency in writing style. Editors also work closely 
with the research team to fact-check the content. Their role is vital in producing a polished and 
professional final product.

Art Director - Ben 
🏁

, Claire 
🫖

The Art Director plays a crucial role in ensuring the visual aesthetics and artistic coherence of 
the book. They collaborate with the project manager, writers, and graphic designers to 
conceptualize visual themes that align with the historical topic. Overseeing the work of graphic 
designers and illustrators, the art director guides them to create visually appealing and 
historically relevant images and layouts ensuring consistency of visual elements throughout the 
book.

Graphic Designer/Illustrator - Max 
🀄

 The graphic designer/illustrator creates illustrations, 
graphics, and layouts that enhance the overall appeal of the book. This role is crucial for 
creating visually engaging content and capturing the attention of readers. They work closely 
with the writers and editors to integrate visual elements seamlessly with the text.

Video and Audio Producer - Ben 
🏁

, Claire 
🫖

, Dylan 
🌵

, Mateo 
👑

, Max 
🀄

 The Video and 
Audio Producer is responsible for incorporating multimedia elements into the project, adding 
depth and interactivity to the historical content. This can include interviews, reenactments, 
animations, and audio narrations, providing a multi-sensory experience for the readers.

Researchers/Writers - **ALL
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**This role involves in-depth research on the historical topic. Researchers gather information, 
analyze historical sources, and compile accurate and engaging content for the book. They work 
to write compelling narratives and ensure the historical accuracy of the information presented.

Individual roles/responsibilities summarized:

Mateo- Project Manager, editor and proofreader, video and audio producer, researcher

Max- editor and proofreader, graphic designer/illustrator, video and audio producer, researcher/
writer

Ben- art director, video and audio producer, researcher/writer

Dylan- history supervisor, video and audio producer, researcher/writer

Claire- history supervisor, art director, video and audio producer, researcher/writer

Chapter Outline

Introduction: the beginnings of the Manhattan Project - Mateo

How it came to be

context (WWII, Germany, Russia)

Building the Bomb - introducing key figures - Claire

Oppenheimer

Lawrence

Fermi

Truman

Heisenberg

science behind the bomb

-  construction of manhattan project sites

recruiting members

Testing and dropping of the bombs

preparing for the test

significance of trinity test

video/interview content

dropping the bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
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Perspective -Claire

Indigenous perspective

American perspective

-Russian

-Japanese

Aftermath - consequences and legacy - Ben

historical significance

add Canadian contribution

Cold War
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